NEW YEAR’S DAY: JANUARY 1
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness: Open 7:00 am – 1:00 pm
   Tennis Center: Open 9:00 am – 2:00 pm

MLK DAY: JANUARY 17
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness and Tennis: Open

EREV (EVE) PASSOVER: APRIL 15
   JCC & Mizel and Fitness and Tennis: Close Early 4:00 pm

MEMORIAL DAY: MAY 30
   JCC & Mizel and Tennis: Closed | Fitness Center: 7:00 am – 6:00 pm

INDEPENDENCE DAY: JULY 4
   JCC & Mizel and Tennis: Close Early 4:00 pm
   Fitness Center: 7:00 am – 6:00 pm

LABOR DAY: SEPTEMBER 5
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness: Open | Tennis Center: Closed

ROSH HASHANAH EREV (EVE): SEPTEMBER 25
   JCC & Mizel and Fitness: Close Early 3:30 pm | Tennis Center: Open

ROSH HASHANAH DAY 1: SEPTEMBER 26
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness and Tennis Center: Closed

ROSH HASHANAH DAY 2: SEPTEMBER 27
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness and Tennis Center: Closed

YOM KIPPUR: OCTOBER 4
   JCC & Mizel and Fitness and Tennis Center: Close Early 4:00 pm

YOM KIPPUR: OCTOBER 5
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness and Tennis Center: Closed

THANKSGIVING: NOVEMBER 24
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness: Open 7:00 am – 1:00 pm
   Tennis Center: Open 9:00 am – 2:00 pm

DAY AFTER THANKSGIVING: NOVEMBER 25
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness and Tennis Center: Open

CHRISTMAS EVE: DECEMBER 24
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness and Tennis Center: Close Early 4:00 pm

CHRISTMAS: DECEMBER 25
   JCC & Mizel and Tennis: Closed | Fitness Center: 7:00 am – 1:00 pm

NEW YEAR’S EVE: DECEMBER 31
   JCC & Mizel: Closed | Fitness and Tennis Center: Close Early 4:00 pm